A dictionary is a book of words. It helps you spell words. It tells you what words mean. Some dictionaries have pictures. Some do not have pictures.

The words in a dictionary are in alphabetical order. Words beginning with a are at the front of a dictionary. Words beginning with z are at the back of a dictionary.

Here are some words from a dictionary.

cow  king  ant  cat  boat
farm  duck  zoo  elf  car

Which word is nearest the front? ......................................................

Which is the last word? .................................................................

Write a list of animal words in the order that they come in the dictionary. Use the animals in these pictures.

.................................................................

.................................................................

.................................................................

.................................................................
Dictionaries

A dictionary is a book of words. It helps you spell words. It tells you what words mean. Some dictionaries have pictures. Some do not have pictures.

The words in a dictionary are in alphabetical order. Words beginning with a are at the front of a dictionary. Words beginning with z are at the back of a dictionary.

Here are some words from a dictionary:

cow  king  ant  cat  boat
farm  duck  zoo  elf  car

Which word is nearest the front? ................................... ant .........................

Which is the last word? .............................................. zoo .........................

Write a list of animal words in the order that they come in the dictionary. Use the animals in these pictures.

................................... ant .........................
................................... cat .........................
................................... cow .........................
................................... duck .........................

A dictionary or word book is a very useful tool to help your child spell, check spelling, and find the meanings of unfamiliar words. These activities will help him or her explore and understand how dictionaries work and how they are used.